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J
ay Varma’s vivid portraits of royalty and of heroines from Indian 
epics have an arresting reality. The Jung royal family greet us with 
the warmth of their smiles and their palpable radiance. The picture 
picks up their aristocracy and accessibility, a paradox neatly delivered 

by simultaneously capturing the parents’ gracious stance and the controlled 
vitality of the children.

This engagement with reality is seen in the splendid translations of women 
from the Indian epics into a contemporary vocabulary of bold beauty. The 
“five maidens” (pancha kanya) have been revered by Hindus for almost two 
millennia; the love that Damayanthi had for Nala has haunted our imaginations. 

Jay Varma’s paintings capture the complexity of Ahalya, Draupadi, Sita, et al.; 
and their exquisite bodies redolent of fresh rain-soaked earth come through 
in his paintings where trees, mountains, rivers speak of the turbulence and 
opulence of their lives. Sita’s despair, Draupadi’s enigmatic, amused smile, and 
Ahalya’s almost-defiant beauty stop us on our tracks, and we want to know 
more about them. 

Who are these luminous women? Like his famed ancestor (Ravi Varma)’s whose 
portraits of women deep in their thoughts roused our curiosity, these pictures 
invite us into other worlds, where the rough forests became the home of 
princesses and women created by the gods. Jay Varma has captured their lives 
with our norms of beauty, making us recognize the Ahalyas, the Draupadis, 
and the Sitas who live amongst us in our world today, opening our eyes to the 
betrayals and successes of these women, past and present.
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A
mong the wonders the Indian civilisation has produced are our two 
great epics: the Ramayana and the Mahabharata. In a pluralistic land 
of many communities, languages, castes, and much else, the epics 
have served as a common delight, recognisable to all. 

 
Wherever one goes in India, and no matter what tongue the people there speak, 
they will almost always know of Rama and Arjuna; of Sita and Draupadi; of 
Ravana and Duryodhana. In a land so full of diversity, the epics are a thread 
that bind one and all, serving also as a limitless source of inspiration. The epics 
belong to us all, and we too, in a sense, belong to the epics.
 
In this series, Jay Varma brings to the fore five women from the Ramayana 
and Mahabharata. Popular belief has it that to recite the names of the five 
virgins—Panchakanyas—would destroy the worst of human sins. But matters 
of faith aside, who the kanyas are is a fascinating question, and their personal 
tales even more remarkable. It is acknowledged that the kanyas include Ahalya, 
Draupadi, Tara, and Mandodari. But the fifth name varies. Some state that it is 
Tara, wife of Brishaspati (in addition to the other Tara, consort of Vali); others 
hold it to be Kunti, mother of the Pandavas; and yet others venerate Sita as the 
fifth kanya. 

The kanyas of our artist are Ahalya, Draupadi, Sita, Tara, and Mandodari. And 
just as poets and storytellers over so many centuries have interpreted these 
heroines in unique ways, Jay also brings to them a fresh vision. It is traditional 
in drawing nourishment from age-old understandings of these figures, but also 
modern in how even the contemporary woman will be able to recognise herself 
in his paintings. The kanyas, in other words, are not just faraway characters, 
from ancient verses; they resonate to this day, because their stories are timeless.
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Each of the kanyas is approached in detail, but to begin with, the term ‘kanya’ 
itself is of interest. Some say that the word comes from the kanya (Virgo) rashi 
in which all five women were born. Others believe that their power and strength 
of character was such, that despite marriage they remained virgins—the term 
‘virgin’ here refers not to its usual meaning but to how they are not defined as 
just dutiful, stereotypical wives. 

After all, even as married women, each of them broke norms, and some were 
at times deemed impure by other characters in the epics. Ahalya was joined 
to a sage, but seduced by Indra, king of the gods; Sita was devoted to Rama, 
but abducted by Ravana and forced to spend a year in his home, sullying her 
reputation; Tara and Mandodari both were married twice; and Draupadi was 
common wife to five siblings. 

So they are certainly not kanyas in the conventional sense, and yet each of 
them is venerated. For the fact is that they are more than their relationships 
with men; viewed from their own perspective, they are extraordinary icons, 
from whom we can all take lessons. Their value is defined not by husbands; it is 
their own strength, fortitude, and minds that makes them who they are. 

The artist brilliantly sustains the creativity of his lineage; as the fifth of the 
illustrious painterly Varmas. Raja Ravi Varma, father of modern Indian art, 
whose representations of mythological figures became central to the Indian 
visualisation of the epics. Those who succeeded him were his brother Raja 
Raja Varma, his son Rama Varma and his great, great granddaughter Rukmini 
Varma, all supremely accomplished. 
 
Jay’s artistic lineage has impacted what he chooses to depict. As a boy, he grew 
up surrounded by Ravi Varma’s paintings, and watched his mother, Rukmini 
Varma, create mythological canvases. He would sit by his great-grandmother, 
the last maharani of Travancore, as she told him tales from the epics, featuring 
warrior kings, noble rulers, forest dwellers, demon lords, and also—of course—
the panchakanyas. But why this series celebrates five women and not male 
heroes has a link to one more personal nugget about the artist: the Travancore 
royals were matrilineal, and their history is peppered with the achievements 
of great women. The female experience of the world has been central to Jay’s 
understanding of the world, given that his own ancestors were rulers, warriors, 
political strategists, and women of rich wisdom.

‘But for Sita no one 
would know Rama…
The Pandavas would 
have remained 
unknown if there 
had been no 
Draupadi…’
 
- Mahatma Gandhi, 1926



significant women from 
indian mythology
(An ongoing series by Jay Varma)
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Draupadi Tara Sita Mandodari





A
mong the recurrent motifs in the great 
epics is the link between women and 
desire. This was often deployed as a 
cautionary tale, but equally served to 

open twists in the narrative, featuring many 
characters, in many a time. In some stories, men’s 
desire is key, and may be used against them; 
in some women are at the centre, manifesting 
feelings that society deemed inappropriate. And 
one such woman was called Ahalya—a great beauty 
whose life also brought tragedy.
 
The general outline of the story as popularly 
known is as follows: Ahalya is the wife of the sage 
Gautama, living with him in their ashram. Indra, 
lord of the heavens, however, is determined to have 
her. One day, when Gautama is away, the god takes 
his form, misleading Ahalya who welcomes his 
embraces. But the trick is caught—Gautama curses 
both Indra and his wife. The latter turns into stone, 
waiting for the day Rama, hero of the Ramayana, 
touches her with his foot, thereby purifying her 
and restoring her to human form. Ahalya in this 
account is a pious, devout wife, who was been 
tricked by Indra, and cursed by her husband for no 
fault of her own. She was treacherously deceived 
by a divine being and abandoned.
 

To visualise the other side of the tale, one need 
only look at Jay Varma’s Ahalya. Her backdrop is 
a forest—the scene of her husband’s abandoned 
ashram—and she has returned to her mortal 
form. Rama is not visible in the picture, but the 
blueish light that falls upon Ahalya symbolises his 
presence. 
 
To that extent the story resembles the conventional 
account. And yet, Ahalya’s face does not bear any 
appearance of meekness; she does not prostrate 
before her redeemer, or even carry the expression 
of a tragic figure who has been ‘saved’. Instead, one 
might argue that she exudes an air of defiance. 
 
Jay’s Ahalya is not a victim: she is a forthright, 
confident, strong woman, who has a past but 
who does not carry it with shame or as a burden. 
Devotion she has, as she does love for her husband, 
but she is not apologetic for her story.
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D
raupadi’s life in the Mahabharata was 
not an easy one. Born—like the other 
kanyas—not of a mortal mother but of 
supernatural forces, she was raised in a 

palace by a king. There was joy and comfort, and at 
first, she appears as the model of ‘good’ womanly 
conduct. But then reality strikes and the fairy-tale 
breaks. 
 
As a girl, she becomes Arjuna’s wife through a 
swayamvara, but finds that she must distribute 
her affections among the other four Pandavas 
also—it is said that after a year with each husband, 
Draupadi went to the next as a virgin, or kanya.
 
In addition, external circumstances also affected 
Draupadi’s fate through the actions and inactions 
of her men: she was gambled away, humiliated in 
court, faced exile and abduction, and even had 
to serve as a maid. Draupadi, however, never let 
go of her own wit and intelligence, and her fury 
is proverbial: more than once she had enemies 
liquidated, and famously vowed to wash her hair in 
the blood of a particularly vicious adversary. 
 
Jay Varma, therefore, does something unusual in 
visualising his Draupadi before these events and 
prior to the most striking bends in her tale. He 
depicts her standing in a balcony in her father’s 

palace. She is not yet married, and hence her hair 
lies loose—a detail with a double meaning, in that 
even as a married woman she will one day vow to 
untie it until her enemies are vanquished. 
 
From that balcony, Draupadi watches arrangements 
made for her swayamvara. She has, in this scene, 
already caught a glimpse of Arjuna—the man 
destined to win her hand—and a glow of desire and 
curiosity are visible on her face. But essentially, this 
is a girl still naïve, still young, wholly cocooned, and 
full of dreams. The real world, with its injustices 
and cruelties, with its contempt for women and 
their personhood, has not intruded into Draupadi’s 
existence yet. 
 
As with Jay’s Ahalya, Krishna’s light is visible on 
Draupadi: a mark of his future protection, as well 
as his role as the supreme puppeteer. He, an earthly 
manifestation of the divine, is aware of what awaits 
her ahead.

draupadi
Size: 24” x 30”
OIL ON cANVAS
Year: 2022
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A
mong the Panchakanyas, Mandodari is 
probably the most inscrutable. At one 
level, her life mirrors Tara’s: she too 
counsels her husband in grave moments, 

and she too is ignored without a pause. Similarly, 
Mandodari also has two husbands who are 
brothers; where Tara went from Vali to Sugriva, the 
queen of Lanka passes from Ravana to Vibheesana. 
By doing so, both not only maintain their positions 
and prominence, but also the stability of their 
kingdoms. 
 
It is this understated but obvious parallel between 
the queens that causes Jay Varma to paint both these 
kanyas with the same face, as if they are images of 
one another. The viewer may note, however, that 
the face reappears in another painting also—of Sita. 
According to several retellings of the Ramayana, 
Mandodari is Sita’s mother. Tara and Mandodari 
share a face on account of the similarities of their 
position as queens and wives; Sita and Mandodari 
look alike due to a secret bond of blood. 
 
Jay’s Mandodari is framed against a backdrop 
that could represent two scenes. Lanka is clearly 
burning behind her. Viewed one way, this could 
be soon after Hanuman has set the city aflame. 
Mandodari knows that this portends disaster. 
Alternatively, this could represent the fall of Lanka 

in the final battle with Rama. Mandodari will lose 
not only her husband but also her son, Indrajit, 
in this war, and her darkening face augurs this 
terrible eventuality. 
 
The presence of an objet d’art she has carried onto 
the balcony, symbolises the cause of this horror: 
Sita’s abduction through the ruse of the golden 
deer. The colours at play, meanwhile, hold yet 
more meanings. 

Green, as seen in Mandodari’s sari, is the shade 
of prosperity and harmony. Lanka, where she 
reigned as Ravana’s queen, was the very picture of 
greatness, and so her garment marks yesterday’s 
Mandodari. The purple skies, meanwhile, 
represent not only wisdom but also the dawn of 
something new; they hint at the spiritual calm 
Mandodari must find in the face of unimaginable 
tragedy as she faces an uncertain tomorrow. While 
the men around her fell victims to a tragic—and 
unnecessary—game of power, war, and honour, 
she remained unsupplanted. And in that perhaps 
lies her victory.

mandodari
Size: 24” x 30”
OIL ON cANVAS
Year: 2021
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T
he story of Sita begins and ends with the 
earth. Discovered by King Janaka as he 
ploughed a field during a royal ritual, her 
origins are mired in mystery. In some 

versions of the epic, she is the ruler’s natural 
daughter; in others, her father is actually Ravana, 
the very man who would later abduct her. But she 
is, either way, the earth personified—hence her 
other name, Bhumija.
 
And like the earth, she must bear a heavy weight 
and endure a great deal in patience. Unlike 
Draupadi, who did not hesitate to speak her mind 
with the sharpest words, and unlike Ahalya, who 
broke rules and paid for it, Sita is more stoic. She 
suffers, but not because she has transgressed; 
her suffering is due to the fact that the rules are 
themselves not just to her. 
 
Jay Varma’s depiction of Sita shows her in the 
Ashoka Grove, after her abduction by Ravana. The 
fact that she has somehow managed to survive 
under such terrible conditions, separated from her 
beloved, clouds her with fear that she has already 
failed in her dharma.
 
Observing the picture more closely, one might 
see Hanuman’s tail on the Simsapa tree. Jay’s 

juxtaposition of Hanuman and Sita also offers us 
something to contemplate. Both were devoted to 
Rama, who was seen as the most ideal of men. But 
there is a difference in unconditional service by 
Hanuman and the devotion of a wife—the latter 
is owed something in return by the husband also: 
respect, affection, loyalty, and duty. This is why 
Sita knows deep within that her equation with 
Rama will never be the same when they meet, for 
he is also scion of a royal line. 
 
His duty as a prince prevents him from living 
with a ‘tarnished’ wife, and this will prevail over 
his duty as a loving husband. Which is why, when 
Sita sees Rama again, the moment is not a happy 
one; she has to prove her chastity before all the 
world by emerging unscathed from fire. That is, 
even a woman who has suffered so much, who 
never strayed either in mind or action is held to 
punishing standards by the man she worships.

sita
Size: 24” x 30”
OIL ON cANVAS
Year: 2021
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O
n the face of it, Tara makes only a few 
appearances in the Ramayana. But these 
are moments of importance, and she is, 
like the other kanyas, a fount of wisdom 

and discernment. Described originally as the 
daughter of Sushena, the physician at the monkey 
court of Kishkinda, she is given more romantic 
origins in later sources.

Even her marriage to the Kishkinda king, Vali, is 
not typical. In certain accounts, she was his brother 
Sugriva’s consort first, only to be snatched by Vali; 
in others, she is in a polyandrous relationship with 
both men.
 
Vali also gave her a son by the name of Angada, 
who would later serve as Rama’s envoy to Ravana, 
and fight gloriously in the battle to rescue Sita. 
Interestingly, Tara is linked not just to Sita but also 
Ahalya—some accounts have it that her husbands 
were Ahalya’s sons, which would make Tara the 
daughter-in-law of another Panchakanya.
 
Jay’s depiction of Tara attempts to condense the 
many facets to her. She is seated on what is imagined 
as the throne of Kishkinda, made of gilded wood 
and inspired by the foliage of that forest kingdom. 
But why is the queen on the king’s throne? Because 
in some respects Tara is its protector—she advises 

Vali against hasty action to preserve his power; on 
his death, she marries Sugriva, ensuring her son’s 
claim to the throne is also protected. 
 
Jay’s Tara—as a woman who must hold her own in 
a world shaped by men—has a stern, stark quality 
to her. Her clothes are rich but not dramatically so; 
purple is associated with wisdom, of which Tara has 
plenty, along with common sense. 
 
The absence of too many ornaments focuses the 
attention clearly on her face—bare but determined. 
After all, unlike the somewhat idealistic Sita, Tara is 
a realist: while she is sincere in her feelings towards 
both her husbands, pragmatism triumphs over 
everything else. 
 
She may lose, and she may win at times, but Tara 
always ensures that she will stay relevant. That is 
why this lady in purple too sits with the kanyas—
she may wear the colour of wisdom, but she does so 
enthroned in a chair of power.
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the artist

jay Varma

J
ay Varma is a gifted artist who combines a dramatic sense of colour with 
extraordinary detail. His artistic style incorporates impeccable realism 
with unique and subtly rendered application of bold and brilliant colours 
with particular attention to light. A self-taught artist, Jay continues a rich 

history of artistic tradition, skill and reputation through several generations of his 
family. His ancestor, Raja Ravi Varma, is one of the most highly regarded artists 
in India. His mother Rukmini Varma’s work adorns private collections around the 
world. Having trained at a prominent atelier in Philadelphia, USA, he brings to the 
portrait a remarkable finish and quality not seen in India.

Jay’s work is a confluence of differences and similarities when juxtaposed 
alongside that of his illustrious ancestor. While Ravi Varma followed a traditional 
style, similar, for instance, to Peter Paul Rubens of the Flemish School, Jay’s 
work is inspired by a different set of greats in the world of academic realism, 
such as Lawrence Alma-Tadema. 
 
Particular attention is paid to skin tone, musculature and the angle of view, 
alongside the chiaroscuro, its play against colour, space, and a lot more, 
combining into a heady mix of multiple components. Jay also uses what is called 
Rembrandt lighting, where a single source lets in a glow as well as shadows, so 
as to “bring out” the central figures in the work.
 
“Just as poets and storytellers over so many centuries have interpreted these 
heroines in unique ways, Jay also brings to them a fresh vision. It is traditional 
in drawing nourishment from age-old understandings of these figures, but 
also modern in how even the contemporary woman will be able to recognise 
herself in his paintings. The kanyas, in other words, are not just faraway 
characters, from ancient verses; they resonate to this day, because their stories 
are timeless,” explains Gitanjali Maini, Founder Trustee of Sandeep & Gitanjali 
Maini Foundation and gallery g.

Jay is the recipient of the largest grant given out by Sandeep & Gitanjali Maini 
Foundation to further his artistic education. The Foundation hosted the artist’s 
solo show The Primacy of 5 - Bringing the Panchakanyas to Life at gallery g 
between April 16-30, 2022.
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For commissions and enquiries, please write in to gita@galleryg.com


